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QUESTION 1

In a current Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Suite implementation, the item feed is received from an external system and
the item messages are placed in a JMS Queue. An Integration Server and ItemLoad Service is created to consume the
messages and load into the OMS Database. The customer wants to specify static values for a few attributes for all the
items. The customer also wants the ability to change the values on an as needed basis. As a solutions designer, which
of the following is BEST suited to meet this requirement? 

A. Custom API 

B. XSL Translator 

C. Text Translator 

D. Defaulting component 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

In a current implementation of Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Suite, there is a business requirement to add additional
columns to the YFS_ORDER_HEADER table, and these changes are made in the database extension XML file. This
change has caused the getOrderDetails API output template to be extended. Which two JAR files must be rebuilt for
these changes to take effect? 

A. tools.jar 

B. entities.jar 

C. dbtools.jar 

D. properties.jar 

E. resources.jar 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer purchased a DVD player from a store, and later realized that some of the required features were missing.
The customer tries to return the DVD player for a refund, but the sales order cannot be located in the Sterling
application. Which type of return should be created in the Sterling application? 

A. Refund Order 

B. Exchange Order 

C. Blind Return Order 

D. Speed Exchange Order 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A solution designer needs to provide a "Copy Order" functionality where specific attributes of an order and order line are
copied from one order into another. This can be accomplished by: 

A. modifying the input template of copyOrder API. 

B. overriding the output template of copyOrder API. 

C. modifying the copy order template in sales order process type. 

D. implementing custom logic to copy only the specific attributes and call createOrder API. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A business (B1) has its own inventory for items at its internal distribution centers (DC). The business has also on
boarded its manufacturers (M1 and M2) on Sterling Order Management. M1 and M2 have their own e-commerce
portals, and they have inventory at their own DC. The requirements above have been modeled as follows: ?B1 is
enterprise / seller - with inventory organization as B1 ?M1 is enterprise / seller - with inventory organization as M1 ?M2
is enterprise / seller - with inventory organization as M2 ?M1 and M2 are consumable inventory organizations for B1
Which of the following statements is INCORRECT? 

A. M1 can view assigned demands for M1 DC. 

B. M1 can view unassigned demands for M1 and B1 enterprise orders. 

C. M2 can view unassigned demands for M2 enterprise orders. 

D. B1 can view assigned demands for B1 DC, M1 DC, and M2 DC. 

Correct Answer: B 
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